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Spring is finally in sight! As we begin planning for the 2021-2022 school year,
please let us know if WCESC can be of service.

COVID-19 VACCINATIONS UPDATES
The Ohio Department of Health enlisted the assistance of
Ohio’s Educational Service Center network to coordinate
COVID-19 vaccinations for school district employees during
the month of February. This is one of the many ways that
ESC’s can quickly assist school districts with State initiatives.
Ohio permitted all public and private school employees who
are essential to keep K-12 classes open to work with local providers to be
vaccinated. Unfortunately, this mandate did not permit preschool employees to be
included. All school leaders in Warren County deserve commendations for their efforts to
accomplish this major task. Many thanks to Premier Health, Kroger, Kettering Health
Network, and Mercy Health, who were the major providers of vaccinations for school district
employees.
The leaders and employees at the Warren County Combined Health District have been
great partners for all school districts in Warren County. Under the leadership of Health
Commissioner Duane Stansbury many issues have been resolved that permitted all Warren
County public schools to remain open for in-person learning all school year. All
school district nursing staff have also been great heroes during this time.
WCESC Nurse Supervisors Terri Elam and Jill Buffenbarger have worked
tirelessly to keep our staff and students safe, and they were essential in
arranging the vaccinations. Here are just a few of the many WCESC staff who
participated in the WCESC vaccine day.
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◆ NURSING SERVICES DEPARTMENT ◆
Terri Elam, RN, LSN, Supervisor
Jill Buffenbarger, RN, Supervisor
WCESC Nurse in the Spotlight:
Kristy Swisher BSN RN LSN

Congratulations to Kristy for obtaining her ODE SCHOOL NURSE LICENSURE!
Kristy completed the School Nurse Professional Pupil Services Licensure Certificate program at Wright
State University over the summer and fall of 2020. Did you know in Ohio, the title “School Nurse” may
only be used by Ohio RNs that have a BSN and an ODE Professional Pupil Services School Nurse
license?
Kristy consistently goes above and beyond to promote the health and safety of the students and staff in
her school building. Not only has she been a rock star when it comes to COVID19 tracing and tracking,
she is always assessing the needs of her students and staff and finds ways to help meet those needs.
She is also assisting Premier Health with the WCESC COVID19 Vaccine Days.
Van Driver Too? Here is just one example of Kristy’s dedication to her students and their families.
One day near school dismissal time, a student began demonstrating possible COVID19
symptoms and needed to be picked up from school. Unfortunately, the
student’s parents were unable to pick up their student. When the district’s
transportation company declined to transport the student home due to
their symptoms, a WCESC van driver arranged to take the student home
after completing their usual route. This prompted Kristy to apply to
become a van driver so that if a similar situation ever happens again, she
will be ready to take the student home on the school van and her student
won’t need to wait.
Next up…Kristy is looking forward to becoming a First Aid, CPR, AED and BLS instructor with the American Red Cross over spring
break and an instructor for the Stop the Bleed program so she can keep WCESC staff trained to deal with emergencies big and small.
We cannot wait to see what amazing things she does next. We are more than lucky to have her on our team!
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Fun Things Our Nurses and Students are Doing Together
WCESC Nurse: Kristy Swisher BSN RN LSN
Assignment: WCESC Western Row in Mason, School Nurse
Fun Stuff Kristy is Doing: A student in Kristy’s building asked her
about learning about when and how to perform Hands-Only CPR. Kristy
is trained to teach the 30-minute course and had fun doing it!

WCESC Nurse: Patty Brandon LPN
Assignment: Kings Local Schools, 1:1 student assignment
Fun Stuff Patty is Doing: Patty repurposes old t-shirts to create
aprons/clothing protectors and towels to be used in the classroom.

WCESC Nurse: Amy Maples LPN
Assignment: Indian Hills E.V., 1:1 student assignment
Fun Stuff Amy is Doing: Amy and her student worked on a project for the
student’s family’s home.
Her mother posted this picture and wrote on Facebook, “They built us a fireplace
for our stockings. Our house doesn’t have a fireplace so this one is perfect! They
did an awesome job- it’s complete with lights that change color and candles on
the mantle. Nurse Amy and Jerrica nailed it!”
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WCESC Nurse: Samantha Wolf LPN
Assignment: WCESC Mason MD, 1:1 student assignment
Fun Stuff Sam is Doing: Sam assists students to work on their learning goals. She goes
above and beyond to care for a student 1:1 and is an integral team member in the
classroom and MD program.

2021 Ohio Department of Health LIVE Virtual Regional School Nurse Conferences are underway!
WCESC nurses and nurses working in Warren County schools will be joining
nurses across Ohio at this year’s conference sponsored by the ODH School
Nursing Program in a live virtual format. Topics for this year’s conference
include: Mental Health, School Nurse Resilience/Employee Health, Health
Equity, OBN Category A – Confidentiality, Infection Control in the School
Clinic, and an update on ODH requirements for Ohio schools.
Who: Nurses working in the school setting
When: 2/26/21, 3/5/21, 3/19/21
Time: 7:30 a.m. – 3:35 p.m.
Cost: $10
If your district has a clinic nurse or nurses, make sure at least one, if not all, is able to attend this informative conference to receive
updates on ODH requirements for Ohio schools.
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 WCESC / Hoxworth Blood Drive Is A Success!
Even on a cold, winter day, WCESC employees came out to
support the Hoxworth Blood Center with a blood drive to help
replenish the community blood supply. WCESC is proud to help
our community by holding this annual blood drive. This year
WCESC employees were able to donate enough to save the lives
of more than 63 patients according to the post-drive report from
Hoxworth!

◆ MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT ◆
Jessica Woody, Lead Mental Health Therapist
The Mental Health Department is currently serving three Warren County School Districts, Warren County’s TIP program
and three Warren County ESC schools.
Our district schools’ mental health consultants have been actively working with students on a number of concerns. Mental health
consultants have stepped into roles to help with Hope Squad, Wellness Teams, and individual student needs. Collaboration between
the mental health consultants and community mental health partners has been crucial during this time where some students continue to
attend school virtually. The mental health department continues to work to collaborate to develop community resource lists, integrate
PBIS supports with mental health and research topics that are relevant to current students’ needs.
Within our ESC programs, mental health staff have worked to assist in implementing systems such as PBIS and Circle Forward. At
Phoenix Academy, group sessions are being held weekly and students are learning skills. Students actively participate in projects and
role play calm down strategies. At the alternative school, mental health staff work closely with school staff and administration to
implement pieces of PBIS that allow students to grow and engage within the classroom.
Within the Warren County TIP Program, the mental health therapist has worked to develop and research new evidence-based
therapeutic models to work with students. She has begun to integrate sand tray therapy within this setting.
Below are photos provided by the TIP Mental Health Therapist and Phoenix Academy Mental Health Therapist.
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◆ SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY ◆
Amber Baer, Lead School Psychologist
The School Psychology Department is working hard this school year to safely serve students in Carlisle Local, Wayne Local, Kings
Local, Little Miami Local, and GOVS. The staff of fifteen psychologists and one school psychology intern work with students who range
in age from almost three to twenty-two years old and who are served in a variety of programming both virtually and in person. The staff
has continually demonstrated flexibility in serving the districts, students and school staff.
Sam Wolfe is in her second year at WCESC and currently serving Little Miami’s Junior High School. Sam
stated that she became a school psychologist because she loves to problem solve solutions. The thing she
loves most about her job is her co-workers. She said if she were on a deserted island, she would want to bring
a magnifying glass; her dogs; and a pillow. If she could go anywhere in the word, she would choose to see
Maldives. When she is not working, she enjoys kayaking and hiking with her dogs.

Mary Kamphaus is in her third year working for WCESC but she has been working as a school
psychologist for years! Her co-workers can always depend on her knowledge and
resources. She is currently serving Little Miami's High School. She said that she became a
school psychologist because it was a way for her to combine her two interests-education and
psychology. What she loves most about her job is the interaction with the students. Mary is
an avid horseback rider and loves to go on trails in the woods. Something else interesting that
people might not know about her is that she works with a camp for students with special
needs.
Scott Pun started at WCESC as a School Psychologist Intern two years ago and now serves J.F.
Burns Elementary School within Kings Local School District. He became a school psychologist
because he viewed this position as a unique opportunity to help all students meet their full
potential. If he could travel anywhere in the world, he would like to go to Patagonia of South
America. If he could spend the day with one fictional character it would be Captain John-Luc
Picard of the U.S.S. Enterprise. An interesting fact about Scott is that he has traveled to 48 out of
the 50 states.
Kelsey Finney also started at WCESC for her internship (three years ago) and has remained! She
is currently serving Kings Preschool in Kings Local School District. She stated that she became a
school psychologist hoping to make a difference in any positive way she can. She loves
collaborating with her fellow school psychologist friends. A fun fact about Kelsey is that if she
were not a school psychologist, she would love to own an organization business. When not at
work, she loves riding her horse, Remi, and if she could go anywhere in the world she would go to
Italy.
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◆ SPEECH LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY ◆
Alana Jacobs, MS, CCC/SLP, Lead SLP

Allison Espinoza

Colleen Easton

WCESC SLP Department is happy to announce two new additions to the SLP family! Allison Espinoza and Colleen Easton have
recently been hired to provide speech-language services to students receiving virtual therapy through OHDELA. Allison and Colleen are
experienced therapists and each is a great asset to our organization. The SLP Department has grown by five this school year to a total
of 31 SLPs! Welcome Allison and Colleen!

Karen Crabb, SLP serving students at the Warren County Learning Center has been invited to speak to
Speech-Language Pathology students at Harding University. Harding University is located in Searcy,
Arkansas and is alma mater to two of our SLPs- Karen, and Jean Linton. In addition, Karen’s daughter
currently attends Harding and is studying to become a Speech-Language Pathologist. This is the second
collegiate speaking opportunity for Karen. She will be speaking to undergraduates about her experiences
working with students with Autism Spectrum Disorder, including assessment and therapeutic
approaches. Karen plans to discuss her experiences using Executive Function strategies, Get
Ready/Do/Done, 5-Point Scale, Zones of Regulation, Theory of Mind, Story Retell with discussion of
internal responses of thinking and feeling, Social Thinking, and Cartooning for PerspectiveTaking. She will also highlight the Interoception/Language classes that she co-teaches with Catherine
Nichols, OT, at Warren County Learning Center. Congratulations, Karen! Best of luck!

◆ BCBA DEPARTMENT ◆
Katie Strubbe, Supervisor
Our Collaborative Behavior Coaches have been busy working with the schools on how to find different and unique ways to support
everyone during this school year both virtually and face-to-face. Our coaches have continued to use out of the box thinking to help
support teams this year with the additional protocols and guidelines that have been put in place.
Collaborative Coaching Staff
Our collaborative coaches that are supporting professional school teams this year are:
• Katie Strubbe M.A., BCBA, COBA
WCESC Social Communication
• Emily Boehmler M.Ed. BCBA, COBA
Little Miami School District
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•
•
•
•
•

Lexie Holliday BCBA, COBA
Julie Hunter M.Ed., BCBA, COBA
Stacy Masterson-Tilford M.Ed. BCBA, COBA
Tammy Morneau BCBA
Lindsey Patejdl M.S., BCBA

•

Sabrina Winchell M. Ed.

WCESC Wellness Center
WCESC Learning Center
Lebanon City Schools & SMOY
Springboro City Schools
Middletown City Schools, Franklin Local Schools,
Lebanon City Schools, Dayton Christian
Kings Local School District

Registered Behavior Technicians
As of second quarter we have had two new paraprofessionals move into the Lead paraprofessional
roles that support our Social Communication and Learning Center WCESC programs and are
currently working towards their Registered Behavior Technician license. We are very excited for
these staff members to add to a great Safety-Care Team!!!
Professional Development Topics:
Our BCBA’s have been very busy supporting their districts in providing Professional Development to staff members. Focuses of
Professional Development this year has been Evidence Based Practices, Data
Collection, and Behavior Specific Praise. The trainings have been successful and
positive feedback was given.

◆ PRESCHOOL SPECIAL NEEDS ◆
Marcia Booher, Supervisor
The Franklin Hampton Bennett Preschool Program successfully maintains beneficial community partnerships with the Warren County
Board of Developmental Disabilities (WCBDD) and the Middletown Community Foundation (MCF), who provide ongoing support in the
form of financial grants. The grant awards have provided funding to purchase desired items that cannot fit into the established budget.
Such items include playground equipment, classroom equipment, therapy equipment, toys, games and puzzles.
All of the items requested in the grant proposals are a result of months of collaboration among WCESC preschool staff and therapists,
Franklin City Schools administration and preschool families. A comprehensive list of items that would genuinely enhance the preschool
experience is developed by the third quarter of the school year. Grant proposals are submitted by the end of the school year.
Every year, without exception, WCBDD and MCF have generously awarded the fund requested,
allowing the program to purchase and utilize the highest quality of equipment, toys and activities.
Their generous contributions have provided immeasurable opportunities for the preschools. The
enjoyable, ongoing relationships benefit not only the preschoolers, but also the community as a whole!
 A preschool student playing with a new toy, “Hammer Away!”, that was purchased with funds
awarded by WCBDD.
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Waynesville Preschool
February is Community Helpers month. We celebrated our police officers, healthcare workers and school employees. Our AM and PM
students walked to our bus garage for a tour of where the busses are maintained and parked. Students were able to sit on a school bus
and learn the rules of safely riding the school bus. We took a ride around the parking lot on the bus.

It finally snowed this year and we were able to paint snow! Our students had fun bringing the outside in!

in!
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◆ TRANSITION LIVING CLASSROOMS ◆
Amanda Pennix, Supervisor
Article submitted by Marissa Boros…
Interns are continuing to work hard to finish up the school year!
Our interns are continuing to stay positive and always try their best. We have continued to be very lucky this year with our outing and job
site opportunities. The interns just started their 3rd rotation of the year so they are all at a newer site. We are so impressed with how the
interns have adapted to their new sites. We have even added 2 new sites and picked up a 3rd site we used in previous years.
Pictured below are our interns having some fun at TLC! We recently went to the Air Force Museum.
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December Employee of the Month: Ricky
December Citizen of the Month: Adam

Jan/Feb Employee of the Month: Dillon
Jan/Feb Citizen of the Month: Claire

Some interns hard at work at their new job sites!
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We would like to recognize and give a special thank-you to Mr. Joe and Crossview Church in Waynesville, Ohio for allowing us to use
their space. Crossview transformed into a movie theater for the day so that our interns could enjoy a movie theater like experience! We
are so grateful for this amazing partnership.

Ms. Lynne the head usher!

Concession stand line!

THANK YOU
CROSSVIEW!!!!

Let’s hear a little more from some of our interns…
Bailey says: For 3rd rotation I am working at PDI. I like working there because it is easy and fun. One community outing I really enjoyed
was bowling. One of my new friends at TLC is Ricky.
Logan B. says: For 3rd rotation I am working at Hometown Market. I like working there because I like stocking the food. One community
outing I really enjoyed was going to Web Xtreme. One of my new friends at TLC is David G.
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Sierra H. says: For 3rd rotation I am working at Domino’s. I like working there because I like to fold pizza boxes. One community outing I
really enjoyed was the Air Force Museum. One of my new friends at TLC is CeCe.
Nick says: For 3rd rotation I am working at Crossview Church. I like working at Crossview because I enjoy taking out the trash and
vacuuming. One community outing I enjoyed was bowling. One of my new friends at TLC is Logan S.
Andrew says: For 3rd rotation I am working at City Gate Church. I like working at City Gate because I like working as a team. One
community outing I enjoyed was bowling. One of my new friends this year is Logan B.

◆ TRANSITION COORDINATION ◆
Amanda Pennix, Supervisor
➔ PAES LAB

Austin W.

Samara D.

Grant P.

Cody C.

Aidan M.

WELCOME to the PAES LAB!
New PAES students have arrived from Mrs. Duff’s class, in the Social Communication Program. They are beginning to learn the routines
as lab interns. First stop with the Check-In station where they will find their work folders, timers, and pens. Second, they will make their
way to the time clock to sign in, and then begin to locate their job card and job boxes so they can get to work. It all takes time to get the
hang of it, but they are rocking and rolling already!
Many of the Social Communication students continue to improve their skills in the PAES Lab.

Isaiah “Zay” I.
“I took a small break from my favorite Construction
Industry to make this Pizza, not bad huh?!”

Jonah A.
“Yah, you know! No one knew how great I was a typing until now!”
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Steven C.
“Paperclips, hole punches, and staplers are sometimes
frustrating to me with the Collating Jobs, but I keep going
back for more, because now I can do it by myself!”

Miss Lainey and Tyler A.
“If there is a way by golly, there is a will, and I want
to make some Hash Browns!”

Drake B.
“Thread Design? Who would guess it has math concepts, color and
shape sorting in with this Level 4 job, not easy right, but I got this!”

Three new students from the Franklin Learning Center decided to dive into Food Preparation and Electrical Projects. They are creatively
learning and problem solving to be able to complete their jobs.

Drake K. learning to press the pieshell into
place after making his crust.

Marcus H. working on his electricity project of
wiring a lamp to be able to light the bulb.
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Finn L. making the Graham Cracker crust as his Cheesecake filling awaits.

➔ TRANSITION COORDINATORS
Lebanon High School
Students in Lebanon continue to learn more about themselves and their interests while working with their Transition Coordinator, Jenni
Heitkamp. They have been utilizing the Virtual Job Shadow program as well as participating in lessons about self-advocacy. Students
also meet with Ms. Heitkamp to discuss future goals and aspirations.

Jared J. working on Virtual Job Shadow with Ms. Heitkamp.

Samuel G., Grace H., Ms. Heitkamp, Peyton G.
Alex W., and Walter R. participating in a SelfAdvocacy discussion and activity on a Transition Tuesday.

Many students work with a job coach at LHS. They work in the community as well as complete tasks at school. Some students
participate in a Career Development Class. This career exploration will help students work toward their future goals.
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Chris and Taylor working on their morning routine and
communication in Career Development Class.

Kacie and Kyle working on a Budget Project: Can you
live on minimum wage?

Taylor working on the daily living skill of independently feeding herself.
Waynesville High School
Waynesville students in Mrs. Hershner’s classroom were able to work on employability and life skills at school while making stress balls.
Student had to measure ingredients and use appropriate tools to complete the task.
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Waynesville students in Mrs. Hershner’s classroom are participating in work study opportunities. This student is an art room assistant
and is helping manage the art supplies!

Waynesville sophomore students in Mrs. Michel’s class wrote resumes with the help of the Transition Coordinator, Christa Gaines. They
are ready to search for employment!
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Kings High School
Students in the Guided Intervention classes have been working on career exploration,
writing SMART goals, resumes, and Senior Career Essays with the help of Christa Gaines,
Transition Coordinator.
Students in Mrs. Rutkousky and Ms. Zlatic’s classes have multiple in-school jobs this year
with the support of Mary Devault, Job Coach. Students help with attendance, shredding,
making items for sale with their Cricut crafting business, making dog bones to sell to
community members and staff at Kings Local schools, creating children’s packets for Le
Peep restaurant, and recently helping with Loveland Food pantry (pictured in photo).
Christa Gaines, Transition Coordinator has also worked with students on the Virtual Job Shadow website to explore careers and write
resumes.
Little Miami High School
Students in Study Skills classes have been exploring the Ohio Means Jobs website with many transition activities. Christa Gaines,
Transition Coordinator, has worked with students to complete work value assessments, career interest inventories, mock interviews, and
scholarship searches just to name a few!

Mrs. Watson’s and Mrs. Bentley’s classes have been working hard to keep the school clean, stocked, and running smoothly all while
working on employability and life skills. Students have in school jobs such as cleaning desks in rooms, cleaning tables after lunch,
restocking paper in the copy machines, and restocking bathroom soap dispensers and paper towels. What a great way to be practicing
skills for employment and independent living!
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Franklin High School
Transition Coordinator, Jenny Dameron, works with Franklin students on Post-secondary
goals to prepare students for life after High School utilizing the Ohio Means Jobs website.

Springboro High School
Springboro students work with their job coach, Michelle Paschall, on in school jobs. Students
here are delivering mail.
Ms. Michelle also works with students during her Fab Friday with Ms. Michelle time. Students
work on employability skills.

Carlisle High School
Carlisle students complete a work study opportunity in the cafeteria. The create an assembly line to prepare preschool lunches.
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◆ GREATER OHIO VIRTUAL SCHOOL ◆
Shawn Lenney, Director

State Mandated Testing Season Has Begun!
With no change in legislation from Ohio or the Federal Government
concerning mandated state testing, the Greater Ohio Virtual School has
begun its busy testing season. In previous years GOVS has hosted
multiple remote locations throughout the area and traveled to meet
students outside of a 50-mile radius for testing. Last year most of the
spring testing administrations were canceled due to the pandemic. This
year remote locations have been difficult to acquire due to all of the
restrictions brought about by COVID-19. Luckily, the Warren County
Educational Service Center offered space at the new Wester Row
Campus to serve as a GOVS students' testing facility. ACT testing and
OELPA English Learner testing have already been successfully
administered with STAR Testing and End of Course Exams on the
schedule for March, April, and May. In February, we were notified about
the new STAR test that is replacing MAP testing after ODE and NWEA couldn't agree on a new contract to continue using the MAP test
as the growth measure for Drop-Out Prevention and Recovery schools. We have been attending webinars and meeting weekly to learn
about and plan for the new STAR test. Legislation continues to be discussed that would excuse schools and students from the
consequences of mandated tests, but for now, GOVS is testing students per the regular schedule.

Funding Pilot Program Moving Forward and Potentially Extended for Two Years
The six participating schools in the pilot program have been meeting weekly to share ideas and make sure all participants are on the
same page and being given the same information. All six schools will be going through Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) reviews in June as
one of the requirements to participate in the Pilot Program. Along with numerous reports that have been requested, there are a few
hurdles to clear while working with the Ohio Department of Education throughout the remainder of the year and into next year. The
new/additional funds from the pilot program will start flowing to the schools in their March funding payments. Additional conversations
will have to occur once the payments are made and we have an understanding of how ODE is interpreting the law and the three-tiered
funding system that was created at GOVS. Lobbying efforts have begun to extend the Pilot Program for two additional years through
the 2022-2023 school year. The Ohio Department of Education has offered their support of the extension, and it appears as though the
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extension might be included in the next state budget. The six schools participating in the pilot program are listed below and are all
classified as Drop-Out Prevention and Recovery E-Schools:
The Greater Ohio Virtual School
Fairborn Digital Academy
Findlay Digital Academy

GOAL Digital Academy
Quaker Digital Academy
Auglaize County Educational Academy

◆ WARREN COUNTY LEARNING CENTER ◆
Alisha Dean, Supervisor
Ryan Fessler, St. Mary Onsite Supervisor
Wiley Collett, Laura Farrell Onsite Supervisor
Reaching for the Moon
At the Laura Farrell Campus, the elementary classrooms have been reading the “Who is/Who are”
series of books to learn about different historical African American figures. The teachers have created
a timeline for each historical figure with students to help them to compare when each person lived and
hear their life experiences. The books are also helping students understand how these historical
figures changed life for others in the world today. Each elementary student will be able to choose a
book from the “Who is/Who are” series to take home.
In the Junior High Hallway of the Laura Farrell Campus and the St. Mary’s Campus the students read
“Reaching for the Moon”. All staff at both buildings read this book as well to participate with answering
comprehension questions from the book. These comprehension questions led to conversations about
Katherine Johnson’s experience growing up and how this shaped her life. The information in the text led to many great conversations
with students comparing their life experiences to hers. The students earned the reward of watching the movie for completing the book
and each student received their own copy of the book to take home.
The Warren County Learning Center staff are proud of the students’ effort and dedication to expanding their knowledge through reading
and conversation.

◆ MULTIPLE DISABILITIES PROGRAM ◆
Marcia Booher, Supervisor (Franklin)
The students in Mr. Pickrel’s Franklin classroom built and painted bird houses for the upcoming spring.
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The students in Mr. Hatton’s MD classroom at Franklin High School are enjoying working
on their classroom jobs. Students work on classroom jobs daily. During this time
students learn to work independently to complete different tasks in the classroom. This
is a time for students to apply what they are learning in their job skills lessons. Students
show how they can be responsible, follow directions, and complete a job. This year
students work on a variety of jobs including shredding, sorting, counting money, and
recycling.

◆ EARLY INTERVENTION ◆
Stefanie Post, Supervisor/Contract Manager
Angela Hensley, Assistant Supervisor

SPOTLIGHT ON PUBLIC AWARENESS
The Early Intervention Communications Toolkit has been put into action across the state! Both digital and print ads have started to be
placed in key markets for targeted audiences by local EI providers.
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The main supporting messages to get out to our communities is that If you are concerned that a child may have a delay or disability, it is
important to refer them for Early Intervention as soon as possible. Early Intervention professionals work with a child’s family to identify
strengths and needs and will support the family to address the child’s specific developmental, physical, social, and emotional needs.
Providing Early Intervention services based on a child’s and family’s specific strengths and needs is critical to life-long success:
❖ Research shows that starting EI services early gives a child the best chance to learn and grow.
❖ Early support can reduce the need for services later in life. In fact, it is more cost effective to provide EI than to wait until the
child is older.
❖ Every child is unique, and EI services are designed based on these specific needs.
❖ Parents and families are the center of a child’s development. That’s why service coordinators and other service providers work
closely with the family to help build their skills and confidence in supporting their child and to help them navigate the journey
with their child.
❖ EI can address all types of concerns: some examples include physical development like crawling or walking, speech delays, or
social interaction like playing with other children or smiling.
❖ EI is available in every part of the state and to any eligible child, regardless of the family’s income.
❖ Because children learn best with familiar people and in familiar places, EI services are usually provided in the home or a
community setting. Virtual options may also be available.
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◆ WARREN COUNTY HELP ME GROW HOME VISITING ◆

Stefanie Post, Contract Manager

Brains are built on a foundation of early experiences. In the first few years of life, more than one
million neural connections are formed every second. These neural connections, the brain’s
architecture, are formed through the interaction of baby and their environment through early enriching
experiences.
Babies who engage with responsive, consistent, nurturing caregivers and who live in safe and
economically secure environments are more likely to have strong emotional health. ZERO To THREE
(www.zerotothree.org ) defines infant and early childhood mental health (IECMH) as “the developing
capacity of the child from birth to 5 years old to form close and secure adult and peer relationships;
experience, manage, and express a full range of emotions; and explore the environment and learn—all in the context of family,
community, and culture.” As children mature, early childhood mental health supports growth in other
essential areas of healthy development including physical health, cognitive skills, language and literacy,
social skills and readiness for school.
The parenting education and child development resources The Help Me Grow Home Visitors provide to
families allows them to maximize this critical period of development in their child’s life, providing a
foundation for lasting success. The Home Visitors are here to empower parents with skills, tools and
confidence to nurture the healthy growth of their children. I mean just
look at some of the adorable babies we get to see weekly!!!
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◆ COGNITIVE AND BEHAVIORAL HEALTH PROGRAMS ◆
Kathie MacNeil, Ph.D., Director
◆ RESOURCE COORDINATORS
We would like to welcome our new Family and Community Liaison, Sommer Bradds, to the Resource
Coordinator Department. Sommer’s position is grant funded through the Ohio Department of Education in
conjunction with the Ohio Statewide Family Engagement Center at The Ohio State University and The Ohio
State University Center on Education and Training for Employment. The position is part of a CARES funded
project to build the capacity of Educational Service Center personnel and other local education officials to
identify, engage, support, and ultimately meet the needs of Ohio’s most vulnerable students and their families.
The seven vulnerable population groups listed in Every Student Succeeds Act that are being addressed are
Students with Disabilities, English Learners, Migrant Families, Justice Involved Students, Military Families,
Students experiencing homelessness, and Students in Foster Care.
This project will move through three stages including building relationships and foundational knowledge, conducting a needs and
resource assessment, and doing a gap analysis, and then building networks and network operations.
Sommer’s position will run from January 2021 through November 2021. Welcome Sommer!
Resource Coordinator, Anke Pietsch’s, students at The Learning Center read “Colors” by Shel Silverstein. After lively discussions, the
third, fourth and fifth grade classes shared which colors fit the emotions swirling inside of them. Using their conversation with classmates
and new hire Sommer Bradds, the groups created colorful jellyfish to represent times when they feel the happiest.

Earlier in the month the third-grade students discussed staying out of the (llama)
drama surrounding them and had a blast constructing llamas to keep their drama away
from school!
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The students at John K. Lazares Alternative School have been getting crafty. A select group of
artists celebrated Mardi Gras with treats and a mask painting experience. The kiddos used
their talents to create masks specific to their interests – some created masks with words to
express emotions while another paid tribute to Bob Marley’s island music.

On Fridays you will find a small group of Resource Coordinator Audrey McClure’s artists
creating masterpieces with Sommer Bradds while speaking openly about life and the highs and
lows of being a teenager. Art days at JLAS are always great days.

Social Communications and the Wellness Center have partnered with a newly established Nonprofit organization through the University
of Cincinnati called Nondualing Living. We are so thankful for this organization as they support family food needs directly by providing a
full week of healthy foods to the most at-risk families. I would like to thank Joshua’s as well for assisting with weekly food deliveries that
support over 30 families.
Within the past month we have been successful incorporating a pen pal program between the two schools to emphasize letter writing
skills and nonverbal communication. Thank you to all teachers who help make this program possible!

◆ OCCUPATIONAL and PHYSICAL THERAPY ◆
Kara Dirksing, M.Ed, OTR/L, Director
Becky Miller, MPT, PT, Lead Physical Therapist
Kari Burris, MOT, OTR/L, Lead Occupational Therapist
VIRTUAL THERAPY AREAS
WCESC therapy practitioners continue to demonstrate flexibility and
innovation during this school year to best service students who are
receiving services in a non-traditional format. Occupational Therapist,
Samantha Clark, prepares a monthly lesson plan that guides weekly
sessions for students attending Kings preschool virtually. Physical
Therapist, Lorie Wrazien, peaks student interest by using a Bitmoji
classroom to serve as the Motor Room for virtual learners in the
Miamisburg district!
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PROFESSIONAL GROWTH THROUGH OTES
As we move into Spring, each therapist is completing their “Professional Binder” for this school
year. These binders are an important part of the annual performance evaluation, based on criteria
in OTES (Ohio Teacher Evaluation System). Staff performance is determined through both
observations and use of the OT/PT Rubric. The rubric serves as a guide for professional
expectations, and consists of indicators such as Knowledge of Students, Establishing Goals,
Report Writing, Activity Planning, Implementation of Goals/Therapy, Collaboration and
Professionalism. The evaluation process serves as a professional growth model and is intended to
assist practitioners in further development of their professional skills.

◆ COORDINATED CARE ◆
Kevin Stevens, Supervisor
Diversion Program Services
The Diversion Program works with unruly children and their families to
decrease unruly behavior and prevent children from becoming further
involved with juvenile court system. Unruly children threaten family
stability by creating relationship difficulties within the home, and possible
economic difficulties due to parents missing work to address home and
school problems. The Coordinated Care Diversion Program works
schools, parents/guardians, mental health providers and other
community partners in order to help this at-risk population to be diverted
from the court system.
Youth that exhibit unruly behaviors tend to be more at risk for mental
health and substance abuse issues and are more likely to need cross
system involvement than youth who are not displaying unruly behaviors.
Each youth in the program receives an evaluation at intake and every 90
days. Scores are compared to measure progress and to help determine
the next best course of action. Referrals to the Diversion Program can
be made by contacting Kevin Stevens at 513-695-2900 Ext. 2916 or via
email at Kevin.Stevens@WarrenCountyESC.com .
and Carrie Lipps
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Diversion Staff from L to R: Charlie Gillespie, Charrise Marnocha

Changes Coming to Ohio Medicaid
Ohio is working with state partners in order to expand Medicaid services. Part of Ohio’s Medicaid’s effort to launch the next generation
of its managed care program, the Ohio Department of Medicaid will implement OhioRise (Resilience through Integrated Systems and
Excellence.
A goal of OhioRise is to shift the system of care and keep more kids and families together by creating new access to in-home and
community-based services for children and young adults with the most complex behavioral health challenges. Presently, some families
are having to seek treatment for their special needs children/young adults by giving up custody to the state. It is the goal of OhioRise to
keep families together. Services to be offered through OhioRise are:
• Intensive Care Coordination
• Intensive Home-Based Treatment
• Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facility
• Mobile Response Stabilization Services
At this time, the projected launch of OhioRise is estimated to be early in the calendar year of 2022. State agencies and community
partners are currently collaborating on the launch of the program. For more information you can visit:
https://managedcare.medicaid.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/manc/managed-care/ohiorise/ohiorise

◆ JOHN K. LAZARES ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL ◆
Dr. Kevin Harleman, Supervisor
Successfully serving the schools of Butler, Hamilton,
Montgomery, and Warren Counties for 22 years!

 Honor Roll/Merit Roll for 1 Semester 
Honor Roll (All As)

Aiddin Roberts, Franklin Sophomore
Layla Briley, Lebanon Junior
Cooper Moore, Lebanon Junior
Ashley DeWitt, Springboro, Junior
Jerrmiah Banks, Miamisburg Junior
Chloe Johnson, Waynesville Senior
Andre’ Hill, Sycamore Senior
Jovani Mujanayi, Sycamore Senior
Alayna Schaal, Lebanon Senior
Quan Nguyen, Springboro Senior
Mike Souders, Lebanon Senior
Chris Bebout, Lebanon Senior

Micah Justice, Middletown Freshman
Austin Williams, Waynesville Senior
Merit Roll (As and Bs)
Bella Cowans, Lebanon Freshman
Faith Barnett, Middletown Freshman
Maria Gomez, Lebanon Sophomore
Charlie Sunnycalb, Kings Sophomore
Koral Smith, Lebanon Sophomore
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Shout Outs!! To Stand Outs!!
Each week, our Staff selects one student who exemplifies the attributes of a good student/citizen. A postcard is sent home so
parents/guardians know that their student’s work/attitude/behavior is being recognized.
AJ Supersad, Middletown Freshman. AJ is respectful and outgoing. He participates in class and completes his work on time. He has
made such an improvement since he’s been here at the Alternative School! Thanks AJ!
Dale Turner, Miamisburg Junior. Dale is a model student. He focuses on his work, asks questions, and follows directions. He is also
polite and respectful. Thanks Dale!
Ashley DeWitt, Springboro Junior. Ashley is another one of our model students. She works hard to complete her academic classes,
as well as her electives. Even though she only spends half her days at the Alternative School, she’s able to juggle these classes and
her labs at the Warren County Career Center. Ashley is focused, kind, and respectful. Thanks Ashley!
Aaron Robinson, Sycamore Junior. Aaron is super nice, kind and respectful. He focuses on his work and completes it on time. He’s
a proactive learner! Thanks Aaron!
Thanks for Your Continued Support!
Vandalia Baptist Temple in Vandalia provides our students with milk and clothing.
Thank you so much for continuing to support our students and our school!

Special Thanks!!
Through private donations, we’re able to supply our students with cereal to go with milk provided by
Vandalia Baptist Temple!
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Fun in History!
During the week of March 1, our History and Economics classes participated in a
1920's Stock Exchange game. The students learned how the Stock Market works
and strategies of buying and selling of stocks.
The end of the game led into discussion of the 1929 crash and the relationship
between 1929 and our current financial regulations.
L to R: Aaron Robinson, Sycamore Junior; Ashley DeWitt, Springboro Junior;
and Finn Newman, Lebanon Junior, at the “bank” with Mr. Horney, History
Paraprofessional.

Waynesville Senior Austin Williams sells some “stocks” to Middletown Freshman Micah Justice.
Fresh Fruit for All!
We’ve started a new program for our students - Daily Fresh Fruit Break!

Thanks to Ms. McClure, our Resource Coordinator, for spearheading this delicious addition to our day!
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Special Thanks to Staff Sergeant Simms!
Thanks Army Staff Sergeant Simms for coming to our school to meet with interested students!
Congratulations to Jerrmiah Banks who is waiting to be sworn into the Army Reserves.

Spacing Out in Science!
Students are learning more about Space, specifically our solar system. For this project, students worked in groups to complete a
historical timeline of the solar system, discovering when planets, asteroids, and comets came into our galaxy.

L to R: Jacob Moore, Sycamore Junior; Colby Hamm, Carlisle Junior;
and, Finn Newman, Lebanon Junior.
More Thanks!
Thanks to Crayons 2 Computers for the generous donation of 6 creates of Lysol Ⓡ Wipes and other hygiene supplies.

And More Thanks!
Special thanks to Target for donating a gift card so we could provide deodorant for our students.
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Art Day!
On Wednesday, February 17, our students participated
in an art class with Sommer Bradds (Family and
Community Partnership Liaison, Resource Coordinator
Department, Warren County Educational Service
Center). She brought supplies and the students made
masks in conjunction with Mardi Gras.

Our students utilizing our awesome off-site space we

call “The House!”

Aaron Robinson, Sycamore Junior, at work on his art piece.

Mark Hoard, Middletown Junior, getting started on his mask.
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L to R: Mark Hoard, Middletown Junior; Will Williams, Middletown Junior;
Izzy DeWitt, Springboro Sophomore; and, Nadia Zugg, Waynesville Sophomore.

Nadia Zugg
Sophomore, Waynesville High School

Izzy DeWitt
Sophomore, Springboro High School
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L to R: Aaron Robinson, Sycamore Junior; Jacob Moore, Sycamore Junior;
Nadia Zugg, Waynesville Sophomore; Faith Barnett, Middletown Freshman;
(down front) Hailey Carr, Carlisle Senior; (middle back) Mark Hoard, Middletown Junior;
Will Williams, Middletown Junior; and Izzy DeWitt, Springboro Sophomore.

The finished pieces!
Thanks Sommer for providing our students with this awesome project!
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7 Habits! This month the students at the Alternative School continued to participate in The Seven
Habits of Highly Effective Teens by Sean Covey. The students finished up Habit 3 - Put First Things
First. They learned about The Time Quadrants and the importance of completing one's
responsibilities while they are Not Urgent but Important.

Ms. Brown, History Paraprofessional, leads the class in a discussion.
In this chapter, they also did the "Big Rock" experiment. They filled a bucket half
full of pebbles and then added big rocks to the top - but they don't all fit. So,
they emptied the bucket and started all over.
This time they put the big rocks in first, followed by the pebbles. The pebbles
neatly fill in the spaces around the big rocks - and this time all the rocks fit in the
bucket! The difference is the order in which the rocks and the pebbles are
placed in the bucket.
Big Rocks represent your most important things. Pebbles represent all the little
everyday things that suck up your time, such as video games, texting, internet,
and interruptions.
The moral of the story is, if you don't schedule your big rocks in first, they won't
get done.
L to R: Aiddin Roberts, Franklin Sophomore and
Ashley DeWitt, Springboro Junior
and the “Big Rock” experiment.

The students finished the month reading the chapter on “The Relationship Bank Account.” RBA represents the amount of trust and
confidence you have in each of your relationships. The RBA is much like a checking account at a bank. You can make deposits and
improve the relationships or take withdrawals and weaken it.
A strong healthy relationship is always the result of continual deposits made over a long period. The RBA refers to every single person
you meet. How you interact and treat others improves your RBA.
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To finish the month the class got to hear the story of The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein.
Spring is on its way and it’s time to move to the relationship habits of 4, 5, and 6!

Prize Winner!
Students are awarded tickets based on the number of Green/Yellow slips they receive
throughout the quarter. Green/Yellow slips are given by teachers when they see positive
behaviors.
AJ Supersad, Middletown Freshman, was our overall winner for the 1st semester!
He won an LED lighting system.

ESC-wide Read Aloud!!
To celebrate Black History Month, our students and other students across the ESC are reading
the autobiography of Katherine Johnson Reaching for the Moon.
She was a NASA mathematician who played a key role in numerous NASA missions during the
Space Race, perhaps most notably calculating the trajectory needed to get the Apollo 11
mission to the moon and back. As a black woman working for NASA in the 1950s and '60s,
Johnson overcame social boundaries and racial discrimination.
(https://www.space.com/katherine-johnson.html)

Colby Hamm, Carlisle Junior; Charlie Sunnycalb, Kings Sophomore;
and, Tim Souders, Lebanon Sophomore
participating in the Read Aloud of Reaching for the Moon in Mrs. Hobbs’ English class.
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◆ WCESC DEERFIELD CAMPUS (WELLNESS CENTER) ◆
Jared Kaiser, Supervisor
The 20-21’ school year at the Wellness Center continues to be a positive successful experience for our students and staff. K-12 students
continue to engage in their social-emotional and mental health support/curriculums achieving new skill sets and enhancing ability to form
positive social relationships. Wellness Center students had a great time putting on a Mental Health Puppet show focused on bullying
and bullying prevention. They were able to use their creative talents and presented learned information to students and staff at the
Wellness Center Theatre!

As a celebration and recognition of Black History Month, the students completed their own projects in researching a historical or current
figure they admire and shared that person’s story with their classmates.
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Staff Highlight: Whitney Rodriguez- Speech and Language Pathologist
Whitney Rodriguez, Speech Pathologist, provides a unique educational service for the students attending the Wellness Center. All
students attend a 30-minute group with Whitney three days a week. She targets language, social communication, and social cognition
within her groups. Skills include how students understand what they hear and what words they use to tell others what they are thinking,
how well students follow social expectations like turn taking, nonverbal cues and social pragmatics. Children who have experienced
abuse and/or neglect are statistically more likely to have impairments in language skills than their typical peers. Language and social
pragmatics develop early in childhood as a result of lots of language exposure and reciprocal interaction with caregivers. Many of the
students attending the Wellness Center experienced a lack of quality interactions and input with caregivers early in life. Others have
mental health diagnoses, that impact their ability to have effective social behavior. Whitney plans engaging lessons for the students to
practice social expectations and teamwork. She planned a breakout room, where students had to uncover clues, solve riddles, and
work together to find the key to get into the classroom that had a candy reward. Whitney facilitated the first Wellness Center theater
presentation about bullying. The skit emphasized the difference between bullying and teasing and the negative affect of bullying on
students. Whitney is a skilled practitioner and continues to provide a key component to the Wellness Center’s success and student
growth.

◆ SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES AND PROGRAMMING ◆
Shelley Brown, Supervisor
The Covid-19 pandemic is impacting our country right now in more ways than just physical health. Studies show there has
been an increase in substance abuse, including use by adolescents (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7682947/;
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2021/03/substance-use-pandemic). Abuse of substances can have tremendous and long-lasting
consequences for youth, whose brains are vulnerable and still developing. In fact, 90% of people who suffer from addiction
started using substances in their teenage years (drugfree.org). Substance abuse can have a significant impact on school
attendance and performance, relationships, and on physical and
mental health.
The goal of this newly developed program is to work with our
most at-risk youth to keep them in school, educate them on the
dangers of substance use, provide intervention for substance
misuse, offer support and education to parents, and connect
youth and families to resources.
Attendance and Truancy Department
Student Attendance Enforcement Officers have been very busy
writing up plans for those who have violated their school’s
attendance policy. According to Juvenile Court, there have been
more diversion cases for truancy filed to date this school year
than in any entire school year in the past. Cases that reach the
point of being filed on are required to complete the Warren
County ESC’s online truancy education program or attend and
participate in a 4-week Truancy Education Group. Due to
pandemic restrictions, groups have been held via Zoom. Limited capacity in-person groups begin in March.
The ATTEND program is an intensive docket at Warren County Juvenile Court made up of the most truant families in the
county. There is daily contact made with the school, and continuous contacts throughout the month with the families in the
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program. Families are required to attend monthly court hearings; bi-weekly if there are immediate concerns. Positive
behavioral interventions and supports are given for improvement. Consequences are given when necessary. At present
there are 10 students and their parents in the program.

◆ HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT ◆
Pat Paré, Senior Executive Director
We are adding resources and tools to the WCESC website. The staff tab will take you to the Human
Resources Page. Here you will find informational resources regarding benefits, medical and dental
summaries, App information for your phone, and forms.
The Insurance App Quick Link sheet has all the website information and apps you can download to your
phone. Insurance App Quick Links.pdf
Check back in the coming months as we continue to expand the HR page .

◆◆◆

This Photo by Unknown Author is

Warren County ESC wishes Tony Brigano all the best in his recent retirement from Warren
County Juvenile Court. Tony came to Ohio from New York and he served as Warden of Lebanon
Correctional Institution prior to his time as Chief Administrator of Warren County Juvenile
Court. Pictured with Tony are Steve Bowman, Supervisor of Facilities for Warren County ESC,
who served as Chief Deputy Warden under Mr. Brigano, and Butler County Sheriff Richard K.
Jones, who also worked as a deputy at Lebanon Correctional. The employees of Warren County
ESC have the highest level of respect for current and retired law enforcement officers, and we
thank everyone who is or has served in this role.
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